Welcome to the 2019–2020 school year! This series of webinars is designed to increase your confidence in using aimsweb®Plus, with sessions scheduled strategically throughout the year to support your assessment workflow. Each session offers time for Q&A, with further assistance provided by our platform support team at 866.313.6194 as needed.

We wish you a very successful school year!
All sessions are complimentary and will be recorded.

Be ready before the first bell rings with our Back to School series!

**Rostering & TestNav Basics in aimswebPlus**
These sessions are geared toward IT teams and any school personnel supporting technology and the aimswebPlus application. Timely for back-to-school, the sessions will address the rostering process and provide tips and tricks for a better rostering experience. Updates to TestNav, the online administration engine for grades 2 and above, will also be covered.

Presenter: Oscar Maldonado

**Automated Rostering Basics (ABI, Clever; etc.) and TestNav Basics**

View the recording

**Manual Rostering and TestNav Basics in aimswebPlus**

View the recording
Getting Started for Administrators

Hosted by Bianca Redd, our Resource Consultant, this webinar is designed to assist new aimswebPlus administrators with getting started tips and implementation basics. Bianca will walk you through general setup options for your new account and prepare you for implementing aimswebPlus in your school setting. Logging in, updating passwords, setting up the basic structure of the account via import vs. manual setup options, user setup, and locating help and support resources are all topics that will be covered in these sessions. A breakdown of complimentary training vs. paid training options will also be covered, and time will be allotted for Q&A.

Presenter: Bianca Redd

View the recording

Getting Started with Benchmark Screening for Teachers

This complimentary webinar will introduce teachers to aimswebPlus and will include the following:

- Tips and tricks to help make Fall Benchmark Screening easy and efficient
- Directions on how to access testing materials
- A guided tour of the resources, tutorials, and quick steps guides in the Help File to provide additional information on benchmark screening
- Answers to some frequently asked questions from educators new to aimswebPlus
- Customer and technical support contact information for future reference
- A demonstration of how to launch screeners via Digital Record Forms and online assessments through TestNav

This will be a one hour live presentation with a 15-minute Q&A session.

Presenter: Heather Haugse

View the recording

Exploring the Reading Comprehension – Progress Monitor measure

This webinar will discuss the new Reading Comprehension-Progress Monitor (RC-PM) measure in aimswebPlus: what the measure assesses as well as the research behind the development of RC-PM.

Presenters: Mark Daniel PhD and Heather Haugse

View the recording
Get the most out of aimswebPlus with our Academic Achievement webinar series

**Benchmark Screening Reports in aimswebPlus**
During this webinar we will cover each of the aimswebPlus individual and group reports and the utility of each as part of the benchmark screening process. This will include details on the data and how to interpret each report. We will also demonstrate how to generate batches of individual reports. This webinar is geared towards administrators, RTI/MTSS coordinators, school psychologists, and teachers. Time will be allotted for Q&A at the end.

Presenters: Bianca Redd and Heather Haugse

**View the recording**

**Progress Monitoring in aimswebPlus**
This webinar will cover setting up and creating a progress monitoring schedule. We will show how to establish a baseline score either through on-level benchmark scores or through off-level survey level assessment. Also discussed and demonstrated will be the consideration of duration, data-collection frequency, guided goal setting, and intervention selection. You will learn how to collect ongoing data as well as how to access the reports that are available.

Presenter: Heather Haugse

**View the recording**

**Diving into aimswebPlus Targets and Tiers**
During this topic-focused webinar we will share how aimswebPlus uses customizable targets to develop tiers. We will demonstrate how these tiers can be useful for allocating resources, grouping students, and analyzing growth across time. We will explore various ways that you can customize your targets and tiers to meet your needs.

Presenters: Heather Haugse and Liz Grose

**View the recording**
How to Analyze Student or Classroom Growth using aimswebPlus

During this webinar we will review each of the benchmark screening reports that contain details on either student or aggregate group growth across a school year. We will take a closer look at growth and learn how to analyze it to determine if it is sufficient or if supports may be needed.

Presenter: Heather Haugse

View the recording

End of year wrap-up and BTS prep

Every spring we like to help you take steps to get the most out of your data for end-of-year reporting. Join us as we review reports that are useful for planning next year. Also begin to prepare for the new school year by renewing and taking initial steps to get your account ready for use in 2020–2021. Registering for the webinar will ensure that you receive a link to the archive in the event you are unable to attend the session.

Presenter: Heather Haugse

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Register today</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wednesday, May 13</td>
<td>4 p.m. ET</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wednesday, May 27</td>
<td>4 p.m. ET</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>